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PUBLIC SECTOR 

This year’s Annual Conference of the Chartered Institute of
Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) had “hard times” for
its theme. In a wide variety of plenary and seminar sessions,
delegates from across the public sector were urged to

respond to the realisation that an era of higher public spending has
drawn to a close. As a consequence financial managers are going to
have to produce more with less. 

This was not an unfamiliar message to many of those attending or
presenting at the conference. Across a whole range of disciplines and
management practice – pensions, shared services, the challenge of
delivering value – public sector financial managers have to cope with
change in their professional lives and to live with the added burden of
political oversight.

The conference also saw the launch of the new professional
qualification from the ACT and CIPFA: the Certificate in International
Treasury Management – Public Finance (CertITM-PF). 

The ACT and CIPFA have partnered to develop this qualification so
that staff managing funds in the public services are trained in all
aspects of treasury management. One of the key recommendations
of the Audit Commission’s study into the recent Icelandic bank
failures was that “CIPFA should continue to work with the
Association of Corporate Treasurers to develop appropriate training
and a qualification”. 

The conference heard a discussion of the current economic
position by Willem Buiter, the LSE professor known to many for his
FT blog. In his view the economic conditions for ending the recession
– at least in the US and UK – have been reached, and both countries
should recover earlier than other OECD nations although with a
heightened possibility of inflation or even stagflation. 

Buiter suggested that under the Obama presidency US public
spending was likely to rise to western European levels to meet the
needs of an ageing society and to upgrade an inadequate
infrastructure. Unfortunately, Buiter was unable to offer an audience-
pleasing prediction of rising public expenditure in the UK.

He was firmly of the view that there would be a rise in the state
regulation of financial markets, including banking. He added that
there would be a partial “repudiation” of global banking, although

this would be accompanied by a change in accounting regulation to
recognise economic cashflows rather than legal or formal structures. 

The theme of change and challenge was continued by further
speakers from such diverse fields as behavioural management,
occupational psychology (John Seddon of Vanguard Consulting) and
risk management (David Kaye of the Institute of Risk). 

Treasurers and other financial managers will be aware that
performance standards and stakeholder interaction need to be as
much about value demand (creating “good, positive” outcomes) as
failure demand (managing for crisis control). The issue of how best to
deploy and blend limited resources to meet and drive value demand
generated considerable discussion and comment. 

In this context, risk is often misunderstood as the quantifiable,
negative outcome of an action or event. What can be overlooked are
the longer-term but less obvious impacts of risk assessment: for
example, the hollowing out of organisational knowledge as a result
of outsourcing or offshoring. The outsourcing/offshoring process also
creates concentration risks (all your eggs in one basket) in overall
system management as well as in the individual service experience
for the customer.

The key issue in the management process is understanding the
dynamics of the analysis and making sure that risk within the
organisation has an owner, a risk champion, to ensure that the
assessment reflects known exposures and at least considers other
potential impacts, even where not immediately quantifiable. 

Treasurers and managers with treasury skills and responsibilities
are ideally placed to address these concerns. Their suitability arises
not solely as a result of managing more obviously measurable
financial risks, but also because of their strategic overview of
organisational activities, which necessitates a collegiate approach to
problem solving. Treasurers know how to manage value, and not cost
– an expensive lesson for some investors over the recent past.

However, a presentation on how to manage a shared services
project demonstrated that strategic planning, clear allocation of
responsibilities and documented service standards would deliver
value to customers irrespective of the organisation’s business or
sector. Such an approach encourages organisations to look at all their
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services – whether customer-facing or not – to see where
collaboration, the use of outside capital and targeting the
development of management and staff can add value.

The issue of value also featured in a seminar on public sector
pensions. The similarities between private and public sector managers
wrestling with pension accounting, funding and benefits issues – even
if not the actual source of funds – may not be obvious, but they are
considerable. There are wide variations in public sector pension
structures, many of which are not of the gold-plated type so beloved
of the media. However, many in the audience recognised that public
sector pension provision was likely to suffer downward revision.

The role of financial management, especially that of the lead
finance professional in an organisation, was a central theme of the
conference. Such individuals are now expected to present leadership
credentials in advance of professional qualifications. Such credentials
include an understanding of best practice across the public sector, a
strategic appreciation of the challenges to be faced and an ability to
work closely with other executives inside and outside the
organisation. It is interesting to note that these expectations apply as
much in the treasury profession itself as well as in other private
sector financial management roles. Expect to hear a new buzz phrase:
“efficiency, economy and effectiveness”.

A seminar session on the future of treasury management in public
finance brought together a number of these financial principles for
delegates. Whether an organisation is investing in financial, physical
or development assets, risk has a price. In both the public and private
sector, the treasurer brings an understanding of that calculation to
the day job. Even more importantly, treasurers bring an appreciation
that risk also has a value that, if managed well, will deliver an
appropriate return for the risk taken. Treasurers have an advantage
over their colleagues in using this insight and should not be shy in
demonstrating their strategic understanding. 

Peter Matza is head of publishing at the ACT.
With thanks to Alison Scott of CIPFA.
pmatza@treasurers.org
www.treasurers.org/qualifications/certitmpf
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SPECIAL OFFER
Book any ACT course before 30 September and receive a 10%
discount.

Developing your skills has never been more important.
Investing in training now will enable you to increase your skills
and productivity.

ACT training courses are run by highly experienced finance
and treasury experts who not only provide educational training
but also give you the opportunity to discuss any specific
challenges you are facing in your role.

Autumn courses 

Payment Services Directive 
15 September 2009

The Nuts and Bolts of Cash Management 
29 September 2009

Essential Treasury for Support Staff
8 October 2009

Core Borrowing Techniques 
14 October 2009

Advanced Borrowing Techniques 
15 October 2009

Fundamentals of Risk Management 
21 October 2009

Applied Risk Management 
22 October 2009

Corporate Tax for Treasurers 
3 November 2009

Practical Treasury Management 
9-13 November 2009

Financial Modelling: Modelling Financial
Instruments 
24 November 2009

Financial Modelling: Corporate Performance
and Acquisitions 
25 November 2009

The Essential Guide to Treasury Security
and Controls 
9-10 December 2009

For all ACT training courses contact
Maggi McDonnell at training@treasurers.org,
phone +44 (0)20 7847 2559 or visit
www.treasurers.org/training

ACT training courses


